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DEFENCE AIDS SCIENTIFIC RESZARCH & INDUSTRIES* 

By Dr. S. S, Bhatnagar, D.Sc., F.R.S., Secretary, Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Scientific Research 

Defence requirements of a country have always been associated 
with its material resources and the manner in which @ese are put 
to practical use. In recent years this connection between defence 
and practical utilisation of resources, or in other words, industrial 
development, has come to be more intimately appreciated and 
nations which are not in a position to meet some of their essegtial 
needs have harnessed science to make good the deficiencies by 
evolution of new processes, utilisation of new raw materials and 
development of substitutes. Fixation of nitrogen to produce - 
ammonia and nitric acid is now a classic example of a process 
devetoped with th? object of doing away with dependence o n .  
imported Chile salt-petre, supplies of which were liable to be a t  off 
in the event of war. It is even said that Kaiser Wilhelm,'postpaned 
World War I for a whole year to have this dependable indigenous, 
provision for basic raw materials for both explosives as well as 
chemical fertilisers in actual produtcion. Production 6f sulphuric 
acid from gypsum in Germany during World War I is an instance of 
using new materials to meet defence requirements of which another 
example is provided by Fisher Tropsch's and Bergius' processes for 
production of synthetic petroleum products from coal. 

Defence also aids science and industry by accelerating the pace 
of industrial developments and thereby providing new sinews for 
the progress of science and its application to useful ends. Rapid 
developments in use of radar and sonar in many spheres like radio 
location, detection of hostile aircraft, guiding of bombers and bomb- 
ing and location of submarines, have opened up innumerable 
possibilities for application of electronics and ultrasonics and also 
.brought out the importance of these sciences in civil aviation and 
commercial navigation and several other similar fields. The avail- 
ability of radioactive isotopes in relative abundance as a result of 
quick developments in tbe field of nuclear energy has provided new 
tools for scientific investigations in the field of agriculture, industry 
and public health. The rapidity with which penicillin, streptomycin, 
aureomgcin, atabrin, DDT and several other insect repellents and 
insecticides were developed and produced under the stress of war 
time conditions has been an invaluable contribution of defence in , 
prevention and avoidance of disease. 

In India also defence has been ,giving a fillip to science and. 
industry. The t e m ~ o  of industrial development was stepped up. 
during the two world wars and production of many new it%k was" 
established mainly to meet defence demands and in some cases %O 
ment shortages created by war conditions. One of the major contri- 
butions of World War I1 was the rationalisatibn of production ini 
cotton, woollen and jute textiles. Leather and rubber are some; ' 
- . - .. -- - *  ,. 
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other industries which benefited similarly. The emphasis on 
industrial products coming upto certain specified standards has to 
o & s $ a i w - ~ k n t  .&en riwp~nsibla for .in txuducing standard methods 
of production and raising the quality of some Indian products to 

$hem~m:&par+~with impmted material. 
Science was also influenced in several indirect ways. An 

s )of3a8he:i&&i&kal d ~ t a  relating to education in scientific 
s~showstr%hat ;World -War; I1 inculcated an increased interest 

t~ immiema~and theLnmbers taking the E.Sc. and B.Sc. examination 
~ $ r t ~ I t o ~ d w t w  m:appredable increase from 1940;41 onwards. The 
t + 6 s s t W b n t j  of*:Baard..o& Scientific and Industrial Research in 1940 

, m u d ~ G ~ l ~ t ~ f ; ~ ~ i e ~ f i c  *and Industrial Researchl in 1942 was 
, c p r k n ~ ~ y ~ & e n ~ d ~ ~ t o  qtilise science in making India an efficient 
m~PPfy?~be, ;%his 4s~b0ane~out by the resolution creating the Board 
. sh.iwhich- e+asis was particularly laid on the development of 
,~~wt~SestzwbrPse..~p~ance or possibilities had been prominently 
:ebm@ht.,,totAhe $mefront, as a result of conditions created by the 
.aLiuqaar. $#her --ion  these activities to cover the whole sphere of 
~&d~ab~dw&prnen t :cwas  a logical consequence of this step. 

' "he scppe~6f.,t,hes&.infiuences has, however, been limited because 
. . ~f ,"tbe,anaiure..of..the f basic ' political set up obtaining till recently. 
, : Mjljor ..&Wce -~requirena.o~ts were obtained from U.K. and other 
-h&$gn,.cauntsies ,and only t.he barest minimum were met fxom 
-iri&gmaus. resources. .These conditions have been gradually chang- 
ing and grea$er,"reliance an,"the ability of industrial coneerns within 
the country'to meet defence requii-ements is evident but the lack 

r sf r an,sqgahis&&4en int ithe : Ministry of Defence which could look at 
oprehkms &am :,a ?so;ientific point of view retarded the healthy 
r:develqmwmt: t)f t&hese dmpacts. The setting up of Defence Science 
tSkganjfia~anOWeee years ago is an indication bf the change in outlook 
-a~r&.naw: $haMiahis orgsnisation has established itself firmly, it should 
kimwe:iarlmtwe ac$ive Land pominent role in effectively influencing 

c ~wo@ss iue  ,developments in eestain specified fields of scientific 
t:~@cwr;h&&nd. rlndastly. 

--&art fram,secretr,defeoce projects, there are a large majority 
,of apizlssecret,problems inithe solution of which defence is pro- 
:&aulB;q3y Wwel;ted,and which a1so:have major bearings on the national 
-,x&fare,,in,,gae~al. .J.n.asfi!king,.a sdution of these, defence can and 
l . . ~ ~ a A l d . ~ ~ a i n i n ~ p +  of,.ctgencies. outside its own organisation. 

; Xn .AAmeriaa %he experi&ture of War and Navv Departments 
~exdtlding .A. E.C ...' on research and development totalled 500 million 
dollars in 1947. Of this only 20 per cent. or 100 million dollars was 

:,s~elat.Aq&overwat~tal Jahratozies while 80 per cent. or 400 million 
.,doU;ars-Aok ,&he i berm, ,of contracts with industrial and university 
,Uo;rza$;oriws., , Xotbpall .&&ST -money was for applied research only ; a 
,ao~kkm,,&f&lah. amdbwe, 35 million dollars, also went to promote 
i h ~ i e  x ~ a r o h .  *Tbsex figures are just illustrative of the extent to 
- & v h i & + t d ~ ~ ~ ~ g w i s ~ l i i a n -  in U.S:A. supports research in universities 
i,M. etSaer,~wtdaltlabo~atories by contracts and are suggestive of 
.fie -&a1 rale .which these research institutions have played in 

t .; rwgag04 qnd development even iq advaqced countries li& 
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U.S.A., While it is not suggested that Defence Science Orgadsation 
in India should at the very start begin s~lppmting :educati~nJ and 
research institutions on the same scale, from seliish an6t%rres-alwe+ 
a beginning in placing of research contracts with var imt  resea~oh 
organisations is immediately called1 for. Besides promoting scie&ee 
in general, such a step will also assist in the training .of te&nlcal 
personnel in specialised fields to meet defence reqtrir~men'ts%- 

In this respect the various national laboratories of- the-Couficil 
of Scientific and Industrial Research offer a unique opportunity for 
active collaboration. The suggestion is not for participation in ail 
spheres of activity. It is a forceful plea far active collaboration 
between national labbratories and Defence Science Organisati~n "ln 
investigations intended to find a solution of specific and well-deBned 
probIems, many of which are of vital interest to defence.&-- 
industry both. In spite of liberal treatment by Government, the 
financial resources of national laboratories are not so adequate "that 
they can take up problems of defence to a sufficiently advamed pilot 
plant stage on their own. Of cousse, one possible sdutiin is. more 
liberal financial grants by government through Ministry \of .Natural- - 
ReSources and Skientifie Research, but for problem bearing--om 
Defence funds are more easily obtainabIe througha-the D G f k  
Ministry. This is the only practical way of inaki~sg the best use of - 
the immense facilities available at these laboratories for. the :benditit-_ 
of defehce. If this collaboration produees satisfacbgry soiuticm of 
even few problems which face defence, inyplea will have been more 
than amply justified. 

The field for this active co&labom$iowr i s  so 'wid@ tha@aalI"tN&:' 
eleven laboratu~ies could partitipate-in Wme act4vfty or *t&~"otW@~~ 
For instance, Central Food .T&mlagical R&exwh: Ins$itu&e, Mfl@e.*A 
could take up investigation om canned rat io~~ .&~trar iw$- ty~*aae l=  
their behwiour on storage 'under :diEerela$. ' con&dionr;t-3 Thib -wiFf' 
provide .defence forces with standsd -and (hi.gkly nctbritidfie. -ratSo~s~fcw 
t h e i ~ ~  :sustenance in the field. The institate -has::.alr&ady x i e v d w i  
a cannedavegelable curry which -is highly nutr i t im~ an&iwilljiI am- 
sure, be appreciated by the armed:fo~ces:; 

Similar collaboration in ultrasonics and electronics particularly * 
with National Physical Laboratory can lead to.very usegul r w l t s .  
India has a long coast line extending:ovea nearly 2,500 miles, ye% - 
no detailed coastal map of India has so far4 been prepared. One?'o$ 
the. major undertakings awaiting Defence Science Organisation. is,a:,~ 
regday survey .of th& coast line and the -surrounding seas and in f t h ~  - 
execution of 'thg ,pr;oject. ultrasonics can play a major' role. A - 
permanent recordiw Bevice based on ultrasonics can give a record . 
of the profile' of the bottom of the ocean. - Stikh a survey will W .d 
infmite benefit not only to the Indian -Navy ; it .will4 be .usefuk- fog- r .  

commercial navigation and9will also help in loca6ing shoab or$..fishqi. 
and developmentr of 'fisheries. . Provisiok of. a depth .eounder. an&%. 
automatic registeying of depths beneath a .skip-can be of ass&-& 
in avoiding ships running aground therebpadding:to. the zsafeity 03 * 

general navigation. Testing of heavy mdnance castings like. guns 
andaubber tyres are  :some~fother..instm&sxwh& ult ta~nie~'$afi"*b.~ 
usef~lly. employed.l 



Extension in practical applications of electronics is-also possible 
in various fields and by subsidising research in this subject, defence 
will be laying the foundations for the establishment of an electronics 
industry within the country. The importance of electronics in the 
context of modern life does not need any elaboration. As is well 
known, there is practically no walk of life, industry, transport, com- 
munications, education, entertainment, in which electronics does 
not figure prominently. Electronics ,is also the life blood of modern 
defence. For instance, electronic fuses are now commonly employed 
in projectiles. Gunfire and bombardment is guided by mechanical 
electronic devices which can compute the various factors in ,no time 
and give an exact indication of the direction in which shells should 
be fired. h the designing of many similar items of equipment for 
defence, National Physical Laboratory can be of considerable 
assistance. 

The same applies to other national laboratories. National 
Chemikal Laboratory could, for instance, assist in evolution of 
simple devices for desalting of water. It could also undertake on 
behalf, of Defence basic studies of new ,explosives. Fuel Research 
Institute could help in study of improvgd methods of coking and 
carbonisation to obtain better yields of benzene, toluene, phenol 
and other similar essential chemicals. It should also be possible to 
consider jointly how far establishment of petrochemical industries 
in meetihg - ,  sgme of these requirements is feasible. I) 

In the field of industry also there are several items which 
defelj@e should either take up on its own or subsidise directly with 
acvjew to establishment of industrial production of some essential 
raw materials. The priorities which defence requirements command 
carry the added advantage of ruling out ordinary-economic con- 
sidera.tions. In many cases establishment of indigenous production 
is essential although it is obvious that to start with, costs will be 
higher,. appreciably higher, in many cases. An example that readily 
csmes to mind is that of phosphorus, initiation of manufacture of 
which under present conditions would be uneconomic without direct 
support from defence. 
' Besides'engineering industries, the ordnance factories of defence 

include a number of chemical industries which have now been 
running for -a b n g  period., In this connection, reference may be 
made to 1Fe.manufacture of acetone from alcohol and oxidation-of 
ammon+ 40 produce nitric acid. The affairs of these factories are 
at  present defence secrets, but I do believe that a stage has now 
beeri reache& when it' should be possible to reveal the economics of 
mankifacturk "6 "tliat t2ie experience gained may prove useful in 
a~a$$ibg $foduction of these materials for ordinary industrial 
g;rrt?p;poses." "'Stich infoi'mktion cannot be withheld for long and an 
bcdeptance pf Qe coricept of these factories being also regarded as 

9 k s  for industrial" development, will be. a distinct contribution 
of d' d eYti5e"w stepping up the tempo of industry. > c i\" " , * 

Subjects which will receive prominent attenti8n during this 
week's conference are ballistics. operational research. personnel 
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research and environmental physiology. I am glad a whole after- 
noon is being devoted to the study of ' ballistics in universities ' and 
I have every hope that in the contributions to the discussion, the 
significant need of support, both moral and material, t o  the develop- 
ment of' this subject in the universities will be fully brought out. 
My personal view in the matter is that the defence should make 
generous grants to two or three universities so that they can organise 
regular schools and make a start in intensive teaching and research 
in this important subject. The same remarks apply more or less 
to the other subjects, operational and personnel research. Opera- 
tional research demands a regular supply of well trained statisticians 
and although a beginning has already been made, there is consider- 
able scope for stimulating the application of statistical methods in 
several otlier spheres of activity. 

Personnel research and environmental physiology have 
important bearings on industrial production and lead to more 
rational methods of production as well as an increase in efficiency 
of industrial labour. 

As one of the largest employers in the country, the defence 
organisation has indeed a unique opportunity of making substantial 
contributions to promoting the general welfare of the nation. Armed 
Forces have under constant study various problems connected with 
the welfare of their personnel such as checking and avoidance. of 
various diseases, causes of nutritional deficiency and ways and 
means of making these good, etc. These studies are at present 
restricted to particular areas and conditions obtaining in defence 
establishments and camps. Provision of facilities to state and social 
workers in extending these investigations and preventive measures 
to other areas in collaboration with defence personnel offers a 
unique opportunity of collaboration with defence in making effective 
contributions in promotion of general national welfare. This 
association can have far reaching educative effects and will enable 
the masses of India to raise their general standard of living. After 
all the nation as a-whole is the back bone of the armed forces and 
any improvements in its general conditions will be reflected in 
improved conditions of recruits for the armed forces also. 




